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I show how a reduction principle technique used by Rado [11] in his very 
short elegant proof of Hall's theorem [2] may be used to give more general 
versions of Hall's theorem. Conditions are given for a family of sets to have 
both a system of representatives and a transversal on which an integer valued 
submodular function t* takes desired values. By suitably choosing tL we deduce 
several other well-known theorems in transversal theory. 
Throughout his paper S will denote a finite set, IX ]  will denote the 
cardinality of  the set X, and d will denote the family of  subsets (Ai ; i ~ 1), 
where I is a finite index set. The transversal theory terminology used is 
that of  the review paper of Mirsky and Perfect [5], and we will write, for 
any J C L 
A(J) = U A,. 
iEJ 
We call a set function/z on S submodular if for any subsets A, B, of  S 
(1) 0 ~< t,(A) < t,(A w B), 
(2) t,(A u B) + ~(A n B) < ~,(a) + ~(B). 
A family (xi ; i E I)  of  elements of  S is called a system of  representatives 
of d if xi ~ Ai(i E 1). A transversal of  d is a system of  distinct represen- 
tatives. I f  f is any set function on S we will writef[x~ : i ~ / ]  to denote the 
value f takes on the set consisting of  the distinct elements of  the family 
(xi : i~ / ) .  
A matroid d4 on S is a family of  subsets of  S called independent sets 
such that 
(3) ~ ~ d~'. 
(4) I fX~Ct 'and  YCX,  then Y~.///'. 
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(5) If Z is any subset of S then all maximal independent subsets of Z 
have the same cardinality called the rank of Z and denoted by r(Z). 
It is well known that the rank function of a matroid is submodular. 
For other properties of matroids ee Whitney [15]. 
The main results of this paper are: 
THEOREM 1. If d is a collection of non-null subsets of S and i~ is an 
integer-valued, submodular set function on S then d has a system of represen- 
tatives (x~ ; i ~ I) sueh that, for all J C I, 
[/~] /z[x~;i~J] ~[ J I  
i f  and only if, for all J C I, 
[H'] tz(A(J)) >~ I J I. 
THEOREM 2. I f  tL is an integer valued submodular set function on S 
and tz( ;g ) = O, then A has a transversal (xi ; i ~ I) such that, for all J C I, 
[/z] tx[x, ; i ~ J] >~ l J [ 
if  and only if, for all J C I, 
min (/~(Y) -k [ A(J) -- Y 1) >~ [ J 1. 
YCA(J) 
The proof of Theorem 1 depends upon noticing that the proof of Hall's 
theorem given by Rado [11] only uses the fact that cardinality is a sub- 
modular set function. To prove Theorem 2 we first use the "reduction 
principle" employed by Rado in [11] to give an easy proof of a theorem 
linking submodular functions with matroids announced by Edmonds 
and Rota [1], and then apply a theorem of Rado [10]. 
Proof of  Theorem 1. If each Ai is a singleton subset here is clearly 
nothing to prove. Without loss of generality let [ A1 I >~ 2. We assert hat 
there exists x ~ A~ such that the family of subsets 
A1 - -  x, As ,..., a ,  (n = I I [), 
also satisfies the condition [H'] for all J C L For, if not, taking x~, x2, 
to be any two distinct elements of A1 there must exist subsets of {2 ..... n}, 
say ./1 and ./2, such that 
t~((A1 - Xl) w A( J0 )  < I I~1 + 1, 
~((A~ - x~) w A(J~)) < I J~ I + 1. 
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(Notice that either J1 or J~ or both may be null.) By the subadditivity 
of ~ therefore, we have 
I Jt I + I J~ I ~> t,(A1 u A(J u J2)) + t,(A(Jt c~ J~)). 
Since d satisfies [H'] this implies 
1311 + l Je l  ~ [ J1k3J~ I +1  + I JlC~ J2 [ , 
which is a contradiction. 
Hence we may successively delete elements from At until we arrive at 
a singleton subset and then continue to delete elements from As and so 
on until we arrive at a family of singletons atisfying [H'] for all J C L 
This family of singletons is the required system of representatives and 
completes the proof of Theorem 1, since the necessity of the conditions 
is obvious. 
Applications of Theorem 1. We will show that by suitably choosing 
the function/z Theorem 1 gives easy proofs of several well-known theorems 
in transversal theory. 
EXAMPLE 1. Take /z(X) : [ X I. Then Theorem 1 says that d has a 
system of distinct representatives if and only if, for all J C/ ,  
I A(J)I >/ I J I .  
EXAMPLE 2. Let d /be  a matroid on S with rank function r. Then, since r
is integer valued and submodular, by applying Theorem 1 we have: 
has a system of distinct representatives which, regarded as a set, is 
independent in the matroid ~// i f  and only if for all J C I 
r(A(J)) ~ I J I. 
Thus we have proved Hall's theorem [2] and Rado's extension of Hall's 
theorem to matroids [10]. Notice that from this it is not difficult to give 
simple proofs of many theorems on transversals of subsets having pre- 
scribed properties as shown in [6, 9, 13, 14]. 
THEOREM 3. I f  d is a collection of non-null subsets of S and if t* is an 
integer valued, submodular function on S, d has a system of representatives 
(x, ; i E 1) such that 
/~[x , ; i~J ]  >~ I J ] -d  
for any non-negative integer d, if and only if, for all J C I, 
/z(A(J)) ~ I J] -- d. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Define the integer-valued set function A by 
~(X) = ~(X) + d. 
Then if /~ is submodular so too is A. Theorem 3 follows by applying 
Theorem 1 to ~. 
As applications of Theorem 3 we obtain: 
EXAMPLE 3. Take ~(s)  : I x I, Then Theorem 3 gives the necessary 
and sufficient conditions of Ore [7] for a family of sets to have a partial 
transversal with a prescribed efect. 
EXAMPLE 4. If ~ '  is any matroid on S and r is its rank function we 
obtain the following defect version of Rado's theorem first stated by 
Mirsky [4]: 
THEOREM 4. For any d ~ 0, d has a partial transversal X of length 
I I [ -- d which is independent in ~ if and only if, for any J C 1, 
r(A(J)) >/ I  J I - d. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let k be any non-negative integer and let ~ be defined by 
~(X) -~ k lX l  
for all subsets X of S. Then clearly d has a system of representatives 
(x~ ; i e 1) such that 
tz[xi ; i E J] ~ I J I  
if and only if ~¢ has a system of representatives (x~ ; i ~/ )  in which no 
element of S occurs more than k times. Thus we have proved the following 
theorem on systems of "almost" distinct representatives due originally 
to Rado [12]. 
THEOREM 5. The collection d of non-null subsets of S possesses a
system of representatives in which no element of S occurs more than k times 
if and only if, for all J C I, 
I A(J)[ ~ [ J I/k. 
Ingleton [3] first pointed out a connection between submodular functions 
and matroids (or, in his terminology, independence structures). 
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THEOREM (Ingleton). I f  i z is an integer-valued submodular function on 
S such that 
(i) ~(z )=0,  
(ii) t~({x}) ~< 1 for all x e S, 
then (X : i~(X) >/ t X l) is the collection of independent sets of a matroid 
on S. 
Recently Edmonds and Rota [1] and H. Perfect [8] proved a stronger 
result: 
THEOREM 7. I f  t x is an integer-valued submodular function on S such 
that ix(D) = 0 then the collection of subsets 
(X:/~(Y) >~ I YI, VYCX)  
is the collection of independent sets of a matroid on S. 
We will denote this matroid by Jg(/~). 
Here we will show how Rado's reduction principle used in [11] gives a 
new proof of the further esult announced by Edmonds and Rota [I]. 
THEOREM 8. 
for any X C S, 
I f  r, denotes the rank function of the matroid ~g(/x), then, 
r . (X )  = m in(t~(A) + Ix  - A 1). 
Proof of Theorem 8. It is easy to see that r,(X) <~ i~(A) + I X -- A I 
for all subsets A of X. Put 
(6) amin(/~(A) + IX -- A 1) = t. 
We assert hat, i fX  = {xl, x2 ..... xn}, where the xi are distinct, and n > t, 
there exists xi(1 ~< i ~< n) such that, for all A C X -- x~, 
(7) t~(a) + I X - -  x~ - -  A I ~> t. 
Suppose no such x~ exists. Then, for each x~ ~ X, it is easy to see that 
there exists Ai C X -- x~ such that 
(8) ~(A~)+IX- -A~[  =t  (1 ~ i~<n) .  
For each i choose A~ such that (8) holds but for every proper subset Y 
of At, 
(9) I~(Y) + [ X - -  Y[ > t. 
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It is impossible that Ai = ~ for any i, since (8) would imply [XI = t, 
which is a contradiction. Taking iva j and adding (8), we have by sub- 
modularity 
/ L (At tAAt )+#(A inAt )+2IX i - - IA~uAt I - - IA~nA tl <~2t. 
But At u A t satisfies (6) so that 
tz(Ai n At) + l X l - -  l At n A t l <~ t. 
Hence, in view of (9), A, n A t cannot be a proper subset of either Ai 
or A~., and also A, c~ A t 4: ~. Hence 
(10) A 1 = A~,  - -  - -  A n . 
Since At C X -  x , ,  (10) is impossible unless each A, = ~,  which we 
have already shown to be a contradiction. Thus (7) holds for some x,.  
We may now keep on selecting elements from X until we arrive at a subset 
X °with ] X°[ = t and 
~(A) + IX ° -a  [ >~ t 
for all A C X °. Then X ° is independent in -//(tO and thus 
r.(X) >/min(~(A) + Ix  - A I), 
which completes the proof of Theorem 8. 
Proof of  Theorem 2. d has a transversal (xi ; i s I) satisfying [tz] 
for all J C I if and only if ~¢ has a transversal which is independent in
~g(/z). By the theorem of Rado [10], proved in Example 2, this is so if 
and only if, for all J C/ ,  
r.(A(J)) ~>[ J  I. 
Theorem 2 now follows from Theorem 8. 
CONCLUSION 
I would like to acknowledge some very stimulating conversation and 
correspondence with L. Mirsky and Hazel Perfect of the University of 
Sheffield. Miss Perfect was the first to notice that Rado's proof of Hall's 
theorem could be used to prove his matroid theorem [10]. Also, since 
writing this paper I have received from Miss Perfect [8] a new and elegant 
treatment of the relationship between submodular functions and inde- 
pendence structures which generalizes Theorem 1 to the case in which S 
is not necessarily finite and also gives new proofs of Theorems 7 and 8. 
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Note added in proof. Since this paper was submitted two very important related 
papers have appeared. They contain much expanded versions of [1] and [8] below: 
[1'] J. Edmonds: Submodular functions, matroids and certain polyhedra: Proceedings 
of  Calgary Conf. on Combinatorial Structures (1969); [8'] J. S. Pym and H. Perfect; 
Submodular functions and independence structures, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 30 (1970), 
1-31. 
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